Instructions for Chimera Speed Ring 2900
For the Arrilite 650/800/1000

CAUTION: TO PROTECT YOUR LIGHTBANK, A SCRIM OR SAFETY SCREEN MUST BE USED WITH THIS LIGHT FIXTURE/SPEED RING COMBINATION.

Installing on the Arrilite:

1 - Slide the Speed Ring into the barndoor ears on the fixture with the flat side of the Ring facing the safety screen on the fixture. Photo 1.

2 - Place the bottom of the Ring into the bottom barndoor ear and then close the top latch over the top of the Ring. Photo 2.

Note: If the yoke on the Arrilite is not sufficient to hold up the weight of the Lightbank and Ring combination you can use the Chimera 3770 stand adapter and assemble it as shown in Photo 3. This puts the weight on the optional 2.5” griphead and stand adapter as opposed to the Arrilite yoke.